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Abstract
An initial standardized approach for combining neuropsychological and neurophysiological measures in order to assess the neurocognitive effects of
drugs in groups and individuals is introduced. Its application is illustrated with sedatives, antiepileptic drugs, psychostimulants, antihistamines, and
intoxicants. Task performance, electroencephalography, and evoked potential measures during computerized attention and memory testing that are
most sensitive to drug effects are identified in a sample population and then applied to individuals. In six example exploratory studies, drug effects
were detected with an average area under curve (AUC) of 0.97 (p < 0.0001; 95% sensitivity, 96% specificity). In 10 example validation studies with
other drugs and/or different subjects and populations, detection was strong in the eight studies with drugs and doses known to have significant
neurocognitive effects (AUC 0.83, p < 0.0001; 82% sensitivity, 89% specificity), whereas no effect was detected in the two studies with drugs known to
have faint neurocognitive effects (AUC 0.56, p > 0.10). Individual differences in response to different drugs with similar clinical uses, to varying doses
of the same drug, and in pharmacodynamic response were then demonstrated. The significant (p < 0.01) increase in sensitivity and specificity of
combined neuropsychological and neurophysiological measures compared with the former alone suggests that fewer subjects may be needed to assess
the neurocognitive effects of drugs in future studies. The findings suggest that the concept of combining neuropsychological testing with simultaneous
measures of neurophysiological function is worth further exploration.
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Introduction
Drug eﬀects on the brain and cognitive processes can vary
widely as a result of individual diﬀerences in biology and
psychology (e.g. Cools et al., 2008; de Wit, 1998; Kabbaj,
2006; Park et al., 2007). An eﬃcient and sensitive means to
characterize such eﬀects and individual diﬀerences therein
would be helpful both during drug development and in clinical practice for optimizing individual patient treatment.
Neuropsychological tests are usually employed to study
drug-induced changes in cognitive function (Lezak et al.,
2004; Spreen and Strauss, 1998). However, they lack direct
measurements of brain activity. As a result such tests do not
show the cause of poorer test performance (e.g. diminished
alertness), nor do they detect compensatory eﬀorts that can
produce normal performance.
The electroencephalogram (EEG) is well known to be a
sensitive indicator of drug action on the brain (Berger, 1931;
Fink, 1984; Gloor, 1969; Hermann, 1982; Itil, 1974).
Although not a three-dimensional imaging modality, unlike
positron emission tomography (PET) or functional (f)MRI,
EEGs can measure subsecond neurophysiological/neurocognitive processes, not visible to PET or fMRI, conveniently
and comfortably during neuropsychological testing.

In traditional ‘pharmaco-EEG’ studies of drug eﬀects,
subjects usually have been assessed resting with their eyes
closed, obviating measurement of the interactions of neurological and cognitive processes. Over the past decade we have
explored combining EEG measures with cognitive task
performance measures, and found that the combined
measures often were more sensitive to drug eﬀects than
either type of measure by itself (Gevins et al., 2002; Ilan
et al., 2004; Meador et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2006).
However, because these early studies employed a variety of
paradigms, analytic methods, and EEG and task performance
variables, and the results were not validated on new independent data, strong evidence for the general superiority of such
a combined assessment was lacking. The earlier studies also
lacked the means for determining how a drug aﬀected
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individual subjects within the populations tested. The current
study aimed to extend past these limitations.
An initial approach to a standardized combined neuropsychological and neurophysiological assessment is introduced
here. Examples of its applicability are shown in six exploratory studies of drugs with varying degrees of neurocognitive
eﬀects. Sedatives, antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), psychostimulants, an antihistamine, and intoxicants were used. Ten studies then illustrate assessment of construct validity by the
degree to which the exploratory results generalize to new
subjects and new drugs of the same types. Gauging retest
reliability is demonstrated in a study that administered the
same drug and dose to the same subjects on a diﬀerent occasion. Examples of how to quantify individual diﬀerences are
shown in steady-state responses to diﬀerent drugs with the
same indication for use, to varying doses of the same drug,
and in pharmacodynamic response following a single dose.
Finally, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of detecting drug eﬀects
with and without EEG measures is compared. Based on these
illustrative studies, we conclude that the concept of combined
neuropsychological and neurophysiological testing is meritorious and worth further exploration.

Methods and materials
Test administration
Cognitive testing. Sustaining attention on an internal
representation (Working Memory [WM]) is a fundamental
cognitive process that is aﬀected by many drugs and disorders
(Chamberlain et al., 2006; Honey and Fletcher, 2006).
A spatial WM task was therefore selected as the primary
test for the initial battery. The well-known n-back WM task
was used, in which subjects compared the location of dot
stimuli on sequential trials (Gevins et al., 1990). Relatively
more diﬃcult (high load ¼ comparing current stimulus

location to that from two trials back) and relatively easier
(low load ¼ comparing current stimulus location to that
from one trial back) versions of the task were administered
by a computer program in blocks of 50 trials lasting approximately four minutes.
Of the many other cognitive functions that could be tested,
verbal Episodic Memory (EM) was added to the initial
battery because it is aﬀected by a variety of drugs and
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s dementia (Belleville et al.,
2008; Dickerson and Sperling, 2009; Fernandez-Serrano
et al., 2010). A standard verbal EM task was used in which
a list of words was ﬁrst presented (encoding) by a computer
program, followed by a distraction period, followed by testing
for recognition of the previously presented words (Sanquist
et al., 1980). During encoding, subjects indicated whether
each sequentially presented word had one or two syllables
by pressing the left or right mouse button. During recognition, they similarly indicated whether they had seen
each word during the encoding phase (24 targets and
24 foils). In the seven studies that used the EM task
(marked by a ‘ þ ’ in Table 1), the EM task was presented
two times, with the same target words and diﬀerent foils on
each presentation. The WM task was administered between
the word encoding and recognition phases, serving as the
distracter (see Ilan et al., 2005; Meador et al., 2007 for
details).

Electroencephalography. EEGs were recorded as subjects
performed high and low load WM tasks (8 min), during eyes
closed (EC) and eyes open (EO) resting conditions to assess
alertness (1.5 min each), and during the EM task when it was
included in the battery (6 min). A customized headset was
used with head-mounted EEG ampliﬁers and disposable,
solid-hydrogel electrodes placed over standard 10–20
System locations. These included bilateral and midline

Table 1. The combined assessment method was used for 11 drugs, in 6 exploratory studies (indicated by bold type; carbamazepine and topiramate
were used together in one study), and 10 validation studies (regular type; for validation studies using the same drug as the exploratory study, the doses,
number of subjects, age range, and peak interval for the validation studies are in reglular type and have different citation superscripts)a
Drug

Dose

No. of subjects

Age range (years)

Peak interval (s)

Lorazepam10þ
Alprazolam2
Carbamazepine6
Topiramate7
Lamotrigine7
Levetiracetam6
Methylphenidate9
Caffeine1,8þ
Diphenhydramine1,8 þ ,3þ
Alcohol1,8þ
Marijuana4 þ ,5þ

2 mg
1 mg
mid-range therapeutic level
300 mg
300 mg
2000 mg
5, 10, 15, 20 mg
200mg1, 250mg8
50 mg1,8,3
88 g/kg1,8
1.8 & 3.6% THC4, 1.8 & 3.9% THC5

10M/4F
4M/5F
11M/17F
12M/17F
12M/17F
11M/17F
11M/2F
8M/8F1, 9M/10F8
8M/8F1, 9M/10F8, 6M/6F3
7M/8F1, 8M/9F8
11M/11F4, 12M/10F5

20–41
21–35
18–51
22–58
22–58
18–51
8–18
21–321, 21–558
21–321, 21–558, 62–753
21–321, 21–558
21–454, 22–375

90
90
1 month steady state
1 month steady state
1 month steady state
1 month steady state
1 week steady state
901, 308
1501, (75 & 165)8, 1503
901, 758
204, 155

a

Studies with a ‘ þ ’ in the drug column employed a task battery that included a verbal episodic memory (EM) task in addition to the working memory (WM) task.
M ¼ male, F ¼ female. THC ¼ tetrahydrocarbinol.
Peak intervals for acute studies are minutes after drug ingestion.
1
Gevins et al. (2002); 2McEvoy et al. (2001); 3McEvoy et al. (2006); 4Ilan et al. (2005); 5Hart et al. 2010; 6Meador et al. (2007); 7Smith et al. (2006); 8Gevins et al.
in preparation-a; 9Gevins et al. in preparation-b; 10Meador et al. 2010.
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dorsolateral prefrontal, midline sensorimotor, lateral superior
parietal, and midline parieto-occipital cortical areas, referenced to digitally linked mastoids (Gevins et al., 2009).
These locations were selected on the basis of cognitive EEG
studies with 40 or 100 electrodes (Gevins et al., 1996, 1997,
2002). Vertical and horizontal eye movements were monitored with electrodes placed above and lateral to each eye.
Signals were sampled at 128 Hz and band-pass ﬁltered from
0.1 to 35 Hz. In three older studies (Table 1 – alcohol,
caﬀeine, and diphenhydramine with young adults), EEGs
were recorded from 40 electrodes, including the aforementioned sites, using a stretchable cap with gel-ﬁlled electrodes;
signals were sampled at 256 Hz and band-pass ﬁltered from
0.01 to 100 Hz. Data from these studies were digitally ﬁltered
and down-sampled to match the newer studies.

Data analysis
EEG and evoked potential analysis. Automatic detection
and removal of artifacts due to eye movements and blinks,
scalp muscle activity, head and body movements and bad
electrode contacts (Du et al., 1994) was followed by visual
inspection of all decontaminated and raw data. Power spectral estimates were computed on the decontaminated EEG
data by averaging 2-second periodograms over the task or
resting condition and combining them into several frequency
band variables, as described below. Averaged evoked potentials (EPs) were computed across the interval from 0.5 second
before to 1 second after the task stimulus. (The traditional
neurological term ‘evoked potential’ is used herein, rather
than the psychophysiological term ‘event related potential’,
because the former is more generally known by
non-specialists.)
A candidate set of six variables, or eight when the EM task
was administered, was then computed from the task performance, EEG, and EP variables to characterize drug eﬀects
(Table 2). These variables were determined from prior
research to be sensitive to drugs and conﬁrmed by examination of the performance, EEG spectra, and EP averages. The
two candidate task performance variables were divided for
accuracy by reaction time measures from the WM and EM
tasks, such that the variables were larger when responses were

faster or more accurate (Gevins et al., 2002). The WM variables were averaged over the low load and high load versions
of the task. The two candidate EP variables were mean slow
wave amplitude (450–700 ms post-stimulus) during the WM
and EM tasks, a component particularly sensitive to attention, memory load, and drugs (Garcia-Larrea and CezanneBert, 1998; Ilan et al., 2004; Meador et al., 2007). The four
candidate EEG power spectral variables included two
measures especially sensitive to drowsiness: diﬀerence in
alpha-band power between EC and EO resting conditions,
and standard deviation of 2–6 Hz power in the EO resting
condition (Hagiwara et al., 1997; Makeig and Jung, 1995;
Oken and Salinsky, 1992), and two measures sensitive to
both alertness and the systemic eﬀects of drugs on mass
neocortical synchronization – that is, the degree to which
the drug is neuroactive: 2–6 Hz power and at 13–18 Hz
power, averaged over all task and EO resting conditions
(Clarke et al., 2008; Ilan and Gevins, 2001; Keane et al.,
2007). These candidate variables were used in all six exploratory studies reported below. The variables were computed
either after each drug had been taken repeatedly for a number
of days to achieve a steady-state response or, in the case of
single-dose studies, during the post-drug testing interval most
closely matching the time of published peak level in plasma
for each drug, and during a comparable placebo or non-drug
interval.

Multivariate analysis of drug effects. The eﬀects of a
drug on a group of subjects were characterized ﬁrst in exploratory analyses, as illustrated in Figure 1. Multivariate divergence analysis, a simple type of discriminant analysis, was
used to ﬁnd the subset of variables from the set of six or
eight candidates that had the largest divergence between the
drug and placebo/non-drug data sets (Gevins and Smith,
2006; Smith et al., 2001; Tou and Gonzalez, 1974). The divergence analysis considered all possible subsets of up to three
variables and chose the subset of variables that, considered
together as a group, best recognized a drug. It did not necessarily choose individual variables with statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between drug and placebo/non-drug conditions, if
such variables were highly correlated with each other.

Table 2. For each of the six exploratory studies, the same six candidate variables were submitted to the divergence analysis. An additional two
candidate variables were considered when the episodic memory task was administered (studies indicated by ‘ þ ’ in Table 1). The analysis then selected
the subset of up to three variables that best detected the effect of that drug. The descriptive terms in the ‘Most sensitive to’ column are simplifications
for convenience (see the Discussion)
Candidate variable

Abbreviation

Most sensitive to:

Working Memory Accuracy and Reaction Time
Episodic Memory Accuracy and Reaction Time
WM Slow Wave Evoked Potential Amplitude
EM Slow Wave Evoked Potential Amplitude
EEG Alpha Reduction From Eyes Closed to Eyes Open
Standard Deviation of 2-6 Hz EEG Power, Eyes Open
2–6 Hz EEG Power, All Conditions Except Eyes Closed
13–18 Hz EEG Power, All Conditions Except Eyes Closed

WM performance
EM performance
WM slow wave amplitude
EM slow wave amplitude
EC–EO alpha reduction
SD 2–6 Hz power
2–6 Hz power
13–18 Hz power

Performance
Performance
Sustained Focused Attention
Episodic memory
Alertness
Alertness
Neuroactivity
Neuroactivity
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Raw variable values were standardized within subjects, across
conditions, so that all variables were on the same scale of
standard deviation units.
For each new subject, the diﬀerence between the subject’s
value on each variable and the corresponding mean from the
drug condition of the exploratory analysis group was
computed. This diﬀerence for each variable was then
weighted, based on the inverse of the variance of that variable
in the exploratory data set and summed into a distance measure. Such measures were computed for each subject in all
drug and dosage conditions. Values of the distance measures
within each condition were then scaled and reported as a
‘score’ such that the mean scores in the exploratory analysis
groups were 0.5 in the drug condition and þ0.5 in the
placebo/non-drug condition.

Candidate variables

Exploratory
analysis

How strongly an individual subject’s performance and
brain function were aﬀected by a particular drug and dose
was quantiﬁed by the score for that subject. A relatively
negative score in the drug condition indicated that the individual was aﬀected by the drug in a similar manner to the
exploratory analysis group. Whether this was considered
deleterious or beneﬁcial was based on how the drug aﬀected
the performance and EEG variables. A score near zero indicated that the individual evidenced little diﬀerence on the key
variables between the drug and placebo/non-drug conditions,
and a relatively positive score in the drug condition indicated
that the individual had variable values that were more typical
of the placebo/non-drug condition. Data from new
subjects and/or other drugs or dosages collected in validation
studies were likewise combined into scores for drug and

Chosen subset

WM performance

WM performance

WM slow wave amplitude

EC–EO alpha reduction

Equation
Score =
(0.42 * WM performance)+
(0.46 * Alpha reduction) +
0.37

EC–EO alpha reduction
SD 2–6 Hz power

Score calculation
Subject X
(diphenhydramine)
WM performance
= –2.47
Alpha reduction
= –1.44

2–6 Hz power
Score =
0.42 * (–2.47) +
0.46 * (–1.44) +
0.37
= – 1.33

13–18 Hz power

Subject Y
(diphenhydramine,
new subject sample)
Validation

WM performance
= –1.30

analysis

Alpha reduction
= –1.41
Score =
0.42 * (–1.30) +
0.46 * (–1.41) +
0.37
= – 0.82

Figure 1. A simplified schematic illustration of how the divergence algorithm was used to create a single score characterizing a subject’s response to a
drug – in this example, diphenhydramine. Top: Exploratory Analysis. A. The divergence analysis considered all possible subsets of up to three variables
from a set of six candidate variables. B. That subset was chosen that maximized the separation (divergence) between the diphenhydramine and placebo
conditions in the exploratory data set. C. The variables in the chosen subset were weighted according to their contribution to the divergence, and a
constant was added. The resulting scores were scaled so that the mean was 0.5 in the diphenhydramine condition and þ0.5 in the placebo condition.
D. Values of the chosen variables (in standard deviation units) from each subject and condition were entered into the equation to calculate scores
characterizing subjects’ neurocognitive responses to diphenhydramine or placebo. This approach allows easier interpretation of scores across applications. In the example, the subject’s score of 1.33 means that this neurocognitive reaction to diphenhydramine was stronger (more negative) than
that observed in the exploratory group as a whole (mean ¼ 0.5). Bottom: Validation Analysis. D. In order to test the validity and generalizability of
the equation for characterizing the neurocognitive effects of diphenhydramine, the equation generated in the exploratory analysis was applied to
calculate scores for new subjects in drug and placebo conditions from other studies. In this example, a subject from a new sample of young adults had a
score of 0.82 in the diphenhydramine condition.
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placebo/non-drug conditions, using the same equation
derived in the corresponding exploratory analysis.
Validation results were compared with the exploratory results
to determine whether the outcomes applied more generally.
When applicable, pharmacodynamic changes over time were
assessed by computing scores in the interval of the published
peak level in plasma for each drug as well as in the prior and
succeeding post-ingestion intervals.
Each array of subjects’ scores from the drug and placebo/
non-drug conditions of a study was used to generate a standard receiver–operator characteristic (ROC) curve (Hanley
and McNeil, 1982). In order to compare the strength of the
eﬀects of diﬀerent drugs and dosages, area under the curve
(AUC), sensitivity (correctly identifying the drug condition),
and speciﬁcity (correctly identifying the placebo/non-drug
condition) were tabulated from the ROC curves. A drug
with strong and consistent eﬀects would tend to have separate
clusters of scores for the drug and placebo/non-drug conditions, the easily discriminated scores between the two conditions leading to an AUC close to 1.0 with sensitivity and
speciﬁcity both approaching 100%. A drug with weak and
inconsistent eﬀects would tend to yield highly overlapping
scores in the drug and placebo/non-drug conditions, leading
to an AUC close to 0.5 with sensitivity and speciﬁcity near
50%. AUC signiﬁcance was calculated using the normal
distribution from the z-ratio computed as the AUC minus
0.5 divided by the standard error for AUC ¼ 0.5, the null
hypothesis. Diﬀerences between two AUCs were assessed
with a two-sample z-test. Diﬀerences between two arrays of

AUCs were assessed with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for
smaller arrays and Student’s t-tests for larger arrays.

Drugs and experimental designs
Six exploratory studies (Tables 1 and 3, bold type) and ten
validation studies (Tables 1 and 3, regular type) illustrate how
the combined assessment approach can be applied. All studies
used randomized, double-blind, cross-over designs and were
placebo-controlled except for the four antiepileptic drug
(AED) studies, which used pre- and post-drug washout periods. Subjects received task training and practice during the
ﬁrst session of each study; these data were not analyzed.
Exploratory analyses were performed for: (1) sedatives
(lorazepam), (2) AEDs (carbamazepine and topiramate),
(3) psychostimulants (methylphenidate), (4) antihistamines
(diphenhydramine), (5) intoxicants (alcohol), and (6) intoxicants (marijuana). The exploratory results were then tested on
other drugs (alprazolam for sedatives, lamotrigine and levetiracetam for AEDs, and caﬀeine for psychostimulants), or on
diﬀerent subjects taking the same drugs (diphenhydramine,
alcohol, and marijuana). Retest reliability was illustrated by
comparing results from the same subjects taking diphenhydramine on two occasions.
Acute drug eﬀects were assessed by recording data prior to
drug ingestion and again at the post-drug interval corresponding to the published tpeak, and comparing them to
data from the corresponding placebo intervals. Steady-state
eﬀects of the four AEDs were assessed by testing subjects

Table 3. Area under the receiver–operator characteristic curve (AUC), sensitivity (percentage of subjects for whom the effect of the drug was correctly
detected) and specificity (the percentage of subjects for whom the placebo or non-drug baseline was correctly identified) of the combined method for
assessing effects of the drugs listed in Table 1a
Drug

AUC

Sensitivity

Specificity

Sedative (lorazepam)
Alprazolam, New Subjects
Antiepileptic Drug - AED (Carbamazepine & Topiramate)
Lamotrigine
Levetiracetam
Psychostimulant (Methylphenidate)
Caffeine, New Subjects
Caffeine, Other New Subjects
Antihistamine (Diphenhydramine)
Re-Test
New Subjects
Elderly Subjects
New Equation for Elderly
Intoxicant (Alcohol)
New Subjects
Intoxicant (Marijuana, Casual Users)
New Subjects, Frequent Users

1.00***
0.96**
0.98***
0.56
0.68y
0.96***
0.81*
0.84**
0.84*
0.89*
0.79*
0.65
0.98***
0.97***
0.88**
1.00***
0.94***

100%
100%
93%
34%
75%
100%
88%
79%
75%
82%
74%
58%
100%
100%
76%
100%
95%

100%
89%
98%
100%
75%
92%
75%
89%
94%
100%
84%
92%
92%
93%
100%
95%
82%

a
The mean AUC for the six exploratory analyses (bold type) was 0.97 (p < 0.0001), with mean 95% sensitivity and 96% specificity. The successive indented rows (non-bold
type) are the results of applying the corresponding exploratory analysis to new drugs of that type, to new subjects, or to a retest of the same drug on the same subjects. The
mean AUC over the 10 validation studies was 0.78 (p < 0.0001, 76% sensitivity, 89% specificity). Strong effects were detected in each of the eight validation studies with
drugs and doses known to have significant neurocognitive effects, whereas the detected effects were meager for the two studies with drugs known to have weak
neurocognitive effects. (See the text for a discussion of the effect of diphenhydramine on elderly subjects.)
y
p < 0.05, *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001.
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after they had been taking a daily maintenance dose of the
drug for 4 weeks, and comparing these tests to those administered before drug administration had begun as well as after
a 4-week washout period. Eﬀects of each of four doses of
methylphenidate were assessed by testing subjects after the
morning dose, after they had been taking a particular dose
for a week, and comparing those tests to corresponding
placebo data.

Subjects
All studies were reviewed and approved by an Institutional
Review Board for human subjects research. In all but two
studies, subjects were healthy adults between 18 and
55 years of age (Table 1). Subjects in the elderly diphenhydramine study were healthy and ranged from 62 to 75 years of
age, and in the methylphenidate study subjects were patients
from 8 to 18 years old who were being treated for attentiondeﬁcit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Most studies had
approximately equal numbers of males and females, the
exceptions being the lorazepam and methylphenidate studies,
which had a higher proportion of males. In the lorazepam,
alprazolam, diphenhydramine, carbamazepine, levetiracetam,
topiramate, and lamotrigine studies, subjects reported infrequent or no prior use of the study drug. Subjects in the alcohol and caﬀeine studies reported moderate usage of the study
drugs (1–12 alcoholic drinks per week, 1–4 caﬀeinated drinks
per day). In the marijuana (casual users) study, subjects
reported at least 10 lifetime uses of marijuana, and in the
marijuana (frequent users) study, subjects reported current
daily use of marijuana.

Psychostimulant

AED

Sedative

Results
Exploratory analyses
The eﬀects of the six types of drugs in the exploratory analyses were detected with a mean AUC of 0.97 (p < 0.0001) and
mean 95% sensitivity and 96% speciﬁcity (Figure 2, black
bars; Table 3, bold rows). The eﬀect of the antihistamine
diphenhydramine was notably weaker than that of the sedative, AED, psychostimulant, and intoxicant drug types. Task
performance variables were used by the divergence analysis
for ﬁve of the six drugs, the exception being alcohol (Table 4,
bold entries). WM performance was impaired by the sedative,
AEDs, and antihistamine and improved by the psychostimulant. EM performance was impaired by marijuana. EEG variables were used by the divergence analysis for all six drugs
(Table 4, bold entries). Power in the 2–6 Hz band was reduced
by marijuana, probably reﬂecting increased autonomic activation and alertness. Power in the 2–6 Hz band was increased
by the older AEDs, an eﬀect considered to be a marker of
their neuroactivity (Mecarelli et al., 2004; Salinsky et al.,
2004). Power in the 13–18 Hz band was increased by the sedative lorazepam, a characteristic marker of the neuroactivity
of benzodiazepines (Knott, 2000). Power in the 13–18 Hz
band decreased for methylphenidate, probably reﬂecting
increased alertness, whereas the increased power in the
13–18 Hz band observed for alcohol was part of a characteristic neuroactive pattern of increasing EEG power that is seen
across all frequency bands (Ehlers et al., 1989; Ilan and
Gevins, 2001; Van Reen et al., 2006). A classic EEG marker
of drowsiness (EC–EO alpha reduction) was chosen to detect
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Figure 2. Area under the receiver–operator characteristic curve (AUC) for assessing cognitive and neurophysiological effects of the 11 drugs in the 16
studies. Black bars represent the exploratory studies and grey bars represent the validation results from applying the corresponding exploratory result to
new drugs and/or new subjects, or a retest of the drug on the same subjects on a different occasion. Drugs known to have appreciable cognitive
performance and neurophysiological effects were accurately detected by the exploratory equations, and the results generalized well in the validation
studies to similar drugs and new subjects from the same population. The weaker effect for the two newer generation antiepileptic drugs (AEDs),
lamotrigine and levetiracetam, is consistent with their well-documented milder neurocognitive side-effects relative to the older generation drugs,
carbamazepine and topiramate, used to generate the exploratory equation. Diphenhydramine affected the elderly differently than the younger subjects
whose tests were used to generate the exploratory equation, suggesting that they constituted a different population. Therefore a new exploratory
equation was made for them (white bar). yp < 0.05, *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001.
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0.96  0.27*
0.96  0.28*

1.46  0.14***
1.00  0.21**

0.60  0.35
0.99  0.28y
0.09  0.24
0.50  0.40
0.50  0.40

0.46  0.23
1.42  0.37*
1.22  0.28**

0.41  0.23
0.54  0.21y

1.14  0.13***

1.13  0.32**
1.65  0.13***

13–18 Hz power

0.08  0.26
0.03  0.34

1.32  0.34*
0.07  0.41

1.18  0.33*
1.18  0.25*
0.72  0.23*
0.12  0.38
0.12  0.38

0.76  0.43
0.41  0.37
0.35  0.38

0.19  0.26
0.48  0.17*

0.78  0.15***

0.91  0.34*
0.14  0.34

0.87  0.30*
0.77  0.28y

0.78  0.31y
0.10  0.37

0.87  0.35y
0.96  0.19*
0.54  0.19y
1.76  0.31**
1.76  0.31**

0.70  0.32y
1.31  0.25***
0.13  0.37

0.14  0.19
0.03  0.20

0.87  0.15***

0.02  0.37
1.05  0.39y

SD 2-6 Hz
Power

0.65  0.31
0.52  0.24y

0.30  0.46
0.20  0.41

1.12  0.31*
0.79  0.41
0.37  0.30
0.40  0.39
0.40  0.39

0.62  0.25y
0.31  0.35
1.27  0.41*

0.32  0.18
0.44  0.19y

1.09  0.11***

1.67  0.31***
1.25  0.32*

WM
performance

1.12  0.25**
0.29  0.22

0.35  0.36
0.37  0.38

0.43  0.34
1.67  0.38
0.51  0.31
0.14  0.35
0.14  0.35

0.70  0.22*
0.59  0.41
0.47  0.26

0.37  0.20
0.09  0.17

0.17  0.15

0.01  0.38
0.42  0.47

WM slow
wave
amplitude

0.81  0.25*
0.21  0.22

N/A
0.64  0.28y

N/A
N/A
0.57  0.27y
0.32  0.29
0.32  0.29

N/A
N/A
0.44  0.37

N/A
0.28  0.17

N/A

1.84  0.26***
N/A

EM
performance

1.00  0.25**
0.56  0.28

N/A
0.26  0.35

N/A
N/A
0.24  0.31
0.25  0.40
0.25  0.40

N/A
N/A
0.60  0.33

N/A
0.27  0.21

N/A

0.57 0.35
N/A

EM slow
wave amplitude

a
Entries in each cell of the table are the standardized values ( standard error) showing a drug minus non-drug difference in the AED studies and a drug minus placebo difference in the other studies. Bold values are the final variables
chosen by the divergence analysis to recognize each drug from its respective non-drug condition in the exploratory analysis that are then applied in the validation studies. A positive value indicates that the variable was larger in the drug
than the respective non-drug condition.
WM ¼ Working Memory task, EM ¼ Episodic Memory task, SD ¼ standard deviation, EC ¼ Eyes-Closed, EO ¼ Eyes-Open, N/A ¼ Not applicable because the Episodic Memory task was not administered in the study.
y
p < 0.05, *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001 refer to significance of difference between drug and non-drug condition for each variable as tested with a two-sided t-test, uncorrected for multiple comparisons to facilitate scanning
the table across studies. (The Bonferroni-corrected significance cutoff for six comparisons is p < 0.00833 and for eight comparisons p < 0.00625).

1.59  0.16***
1.46  0.26***

Intoxicant (marijuana, casual users)
New subjects, frequent users

0.51  0.36
0.81  0.24y
0.38  0.28
1.20  0.35*
1.20  0.35*

Antihistamine (diphenhydramine)
Retest
New subjects
Elderly subjects
New Equation for Elderly
0.80  0.39
0.30  0.40

0.18  0.30
0.79  0.34y
0.79  0.33y

Psychostimulant (methylphenidate)
Caffeine
New caffeine subjects

Intoxicant (alcohol)
New Subjects

0.16  0.23
0.04  0.23

1.17  0.14***

0.01  0.36
1.79  0.20***

Sedative (lorazepam)
alprazolam

Antiepileptic drug (AED)
(carbamazepine & topiramate)
Lamotrigine
Levetiracetam

2–6 Hz power

Drug

EC–EO
alpha reduction

Table 4. Effects of the drugs on the candidate and final variables in each of the studies. Rows beginning with the drug type and names in bold type are the six exploratory studies; successive indented rows
show the 10 validation results of applying the corresponding exploratory results to new drugs of that type, to new subjects, or to a retest of the same drug on the same subjects. An additional row shows the
results from a new diphenhydramine equation for the elderly groupa
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the eﬀects of diphenhydramine. WM slow wave amplitude, a
marker of sustained focused attention, was chosen in three
instances, being reduced by marijuana and increased by the
psychostimulant and alcohol. EM slow wave amplitude was
not chosen for any of the drugs.

Validation studies
Results of the six exploratory studies generalized well when
applied to new data in the validation studies (Figure 2, gray
bars; Table 3, regular rows), aside from elderly subjects taking
diphenhydramine. The mean AUC over the 10 validation
studies was 0.78 (p < 0.0001, 76% sensitivity, 89% speciﬁcity).
Strong eﬀects were detected in each of the eight validation
studies with drugs and doses known to have signiﬁcant neurocognitive eﬀects (AUC 0.83, p < 0.0001; 82% sensitivity,
89% speciﬁcity), whereas no eﬀects were detected for the
two studies with drugs known to have weak neurocognitive
eﬀects (AUC 0.56, p > 0.10; 55% sensitivity, 88% speciﬁcity).

Sedatives. The exploratory analysis for the sedative lorazepam used impaired WM performance and increased 13–18 Hz
power to recognize the eﬀect of the drug with an AUC of 1.00
(p < 0.0001, 100% sensitivity, 100% speciﬁcity). When the
exploratory result was applied to diﬀerent subjects taking
alprazolam, another sedating benzodiazepine with an intermediate course of action, the eﬀects of alprazolam were
recognized with an AUC of 0.96 (p < 0.001, 100% sensitivity,
89% speciﬁcity). This exploratory analysis generalized well to
another drug in a diﬀerent group of subjects because alprazolam had similar strong eﬀects on cognitive performance and
EEGs as did lorazepam (Table 4).
Antiepileptic drugs. When the result derived on the older
AEDs carbamazepine and topiramate was applied to the
same subjects taking the newer AEDs lamotrigine and levetiracetam, AUC decreased from 0.98 (p < 0.0001) to 0.56
(p > 0.10) and 0.68 (p < 0.05), respectively, reﬂecting the
milder cognitive side-eﬀects of these newer generation
drugs. These studies are described in more detail in the section
on individual diﬀerences.
Psychostimulants. The exploratory result for the psychostimulant methylphenidate generalized well to a demographically and clinically dissimilar population taking a diﬀerent
psychostimulant. In the exploratory study, 13 children and
adolescents being treated for ADHD received daily doses of
methylphenidate for a total of 5 weeks, according to a counterbalanced, crossover, double-blind design. For 1 week they
each received placebo or 5, 10, 15, or 20 mg doses of methylphenidate. After being on a particular dose for a week,
patients were tested 1–3 hours after ingesting the morning
dose. The values of each of the six candidate EEG and
performance variables were averaged over the four active
doses and contrasted with placebo. Increased WM slow
wave amplitude, improved WM performance, and decreased
13–18 Hz power were used to recognize the eﬀects of

methylphenidate (Table 4), with an AUC of 0.96
(p < 0.0001, 100% sensitivity, 92% speciﬁcity). Improved
task performance and increased WM slow wave amplitude
suggest improved attention (McEvoy et al., 1998), whereas
decreased 13–18 Hz power reﬂects increased cortical activation and increased alertness (Barry et al., 2003; Gevins et al.,
1979).
The methylphenidate exploratory result was then applied
to healthy adults taking caﬀeine or placebo in separate
sessions according to a randomized crossover design. In the
study of Gevins et al. (2002), 16 subjects were given 200 mg
caﬀeine. In a second study, 19 subjects took 250 mg caﬀeine.
Data were analyzed near the time of peak plasma caﬀeine
level (1h post-drug ingestion; Liguori et al., 1997). The
performance and EEG variables from the exploratory
methylphenidate result were aﬀected similarly by caﬀeine
(Table 4), and the exploratory result thus generalized well,
with AUCs of 0.81 (p < 0.01; 88% sensitivity, 75% speciﬁcity)
and 0.84 (p < 0.001; 79% sensitivity, 89% speciﬁcity) for the
studies with 200 mg and 250 mg of caﬀeine, respectively.

Antihistamine. When the same young adult subjects were
re-tested with the sedating antihistamine diphenhydramine on
a second occasion, the AUC was 0.89 (p < 0.01), compared
with the 0.84 (p < 0.01) observed with the exploratory equation. The AUC was 0.79 (p < 0.01) for a new group of young
adults who took diphenhydramine. Taken together, this
might suggest that the exploratory results generalized well.
However, the equation did not recognize the eﬀects of diphenhydramine in a group of healthy elderly subjects (0.65 AUC,
p > 0.10). Although EEG markers of decreased alertness were
observed in both age groups after diphenhydramine (Table 4),
they were manifest diﬀerently between the younger and older
subjects. Younger subjects had less EC–EO alpha reduction
after diphenhydramine, whereas the major change for elderly
subjects was an increase in SD 2–6 Hz power, suggesting more
varied alertness levels. Because the exploratory result on
young adults was ineﬀective in characterizing the elderly
adults’ response to diphenhydramine, a new equation was
derived on the elderly adult data. The new divergence analysis
used increased SD 2–6 Hz power along with increased WM
slow wave amplitude, and recognized the eﬀects of diphenhydramine from placebo with an AUC of 0.98 (p < 0.0001,
100% sensitivity, 92% speciﬁcity; see ‘New Equation
for Elderly’ in Tables 3 and 4, and ‘New Elderly Eqn’
in Figure 2).
Intoxicant, alcohol. When 16 subjects drank alcohol in
quantities suﬃcient to raise blood/breath alcohol concentration to the legal driving limit (in California, 0.08g per 210L of
breath), WM performance was not signiﬁcantly aﬀected.
However, EEG power increased over a wide frequency
range, consistent with previous ﬁndings (Table 4; Ehlers
et al., 1989; Ilan and Gevins, 2001; Van Reen et al., 2006).
Two measures were used in the exploratory equation to
recognize alcohol: increased 13–18 Hz power and increased
WM slow wave amplitude. This resulted in an AUC of
0.97 (p < 0.0001, 100% sensitivity, 93% speciﬁcity).
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The exploratory result was then applied to data from 19 new
casual alcohol drinkers who were tested similarly in randomized, double-blind, crossover alcohol and placebo sessions
after consuming a 500-mL drink containing either 0.88g/kg
ethanol mixed in fruit juice, or a placebo drink containing
495 mL of fruit juice with 5 mL of alcohol ﬂoating on top
to mimic the smell and taste of the active alcohol drink.
The exploratory result generalized well to the new data resulting in recognition of alcohol’s eﬀect with an AUC of 0.88
(p < 0.001, 76% sensitivity, 100% speciﬁcity; see ‘Alcohol,
New Subjects’ in Tables 3 and 4, and Figure 2).

Intoxicant, marijuana. The exploratory marijuana analysis used data from 22 infrequent users tested in a double-blind
crossover design after smoking a cigarette with marijuana
(1.8% or 3.6% 9-tetrahydrocarbinol [THC]) or placebo
(0% 9-THC; Ilan et al., 2005). Twenty minutes after
smoking, marijuana had numerous eﬀects including decreased
EM performance, EP amplitudes, and EEG power across
a wide frequency range (Table 4), consistent with marijuana’s
initial stimulating eﬀect and adverse eﬀects on encoding
and/or retrieval of verbal information (Ilan et al., 2004).
Three measures (decreased 2–6 Hz power, decreased WM
slow wave amplitude, and decreased EM performance) were
selected by the divergence analysis with a resulting AUC
of 1.00 (p < 0.0001, 100% sensitivity, 95% speciﬁcity). The
validation study employed a similar design but assessed the
eﬀects of marijuana in 22 daily users (Hart et al., 2010).
Marijuana had similar but generally weaker eﬀects on
the frequent users (Table 4). The exploratory result generalized well with an AUC of 0.94 (p < 0.0001, 95% sensitivity,
82% speciﬁcity; see ‘Marijuana, New Subjects, Frequent
Users’ in Tables 3 and 4, and ‘Marijuana, New Subjects’
in Figure 2).
Assessing individual differences in response to drugs
Three studies illustrated the use of combining neurophysiological and task performance measures to examine the eﬀect
of a drug on each individual relative to a group of subjects.
The ﬁrst examined individual steady-state responses to traditional and newer AEDs, the second examined individual
diﬀerences in neurocognitive pharmacodynamics of diphenhydramine, and the third examined individual dose–response
variations to methylphenidate. In all cases, a score for each
subject was computed by reference to the exploratory result as
described above.

Individual differences in response to antiepileptic
drugs. AEDs tend to decrease the incidence of propagation
of abnormal epileptogenic discharges in the EEG, but their
eﬀects on excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission can
result in cognitive impairment. Two AEDs (topiramate and
carbamazepine) that are known to have generally adverse
neurocognitive eﬀects (Mecarelli et al., 2001; Placidi et al.,
2004; Salinsky et al., 2002) were used for the exploratory
study, and two AEDs (lamotrigine and levetiracetam) with
milder cognitive side-eﬀect proﬁles (Marciani et al., 1999;

Mecarelli et al., 2004) were used for the validation study.
Twenty-nine healthy subjects were tested after reaching
steady states on topiramate and lamotrigine (Smith et al.,
2006), and 28 healthy subjects were tested after reaching
steady states on carbamazepine and levetiracetam (Meador
et al., 2007). In both studies, the drug conditions were
compared to non-drug baselines taken before drug administration and after a 1-month post-drug washout period.
The exploratory analysis distinguished carbamazepine
and topiramate from the non-drug conditions with an AUC
of 0.98 (p < 0.0001, 93% sensitivity, 98% speciﬁcity)
using decreased WM performance and increased 2–6 Hz
power (Table 4). The exploratory result did not generalize
to lamotrigine (AUC 0.56, p > 0.10) and only weakly generalized to levetiracetam (AUC 0.68, p < 0.05; 75% sensitivity,
75% speciﬁcity). Consistent with clinical observations,
these results suggest that lamotrigine and levetiracetam had
milder cognitive and EEG eﬀects than carbamazepine
and topiramate.
Scores were generated for each of the 57 subjects after
taking the study drugs for 1 month (Figure 3). Most individuals followed the group pattern and showed smaller neurocognitive eﬀects in response to lamotrigine or levetiracetam
than to topiramate or carbamazepine. However, in a number
of instances subjects had a strong reaction to both drugs or
even showed a stronger response to lamotrigine or levetiracetam. For instance, subject mlt8823’s strong negative reaction
to lamotrigine was comparable to his response to topiramate
(Figure 3(A)). His WM performance was adversely aﬀected
and his 2–6 Hz power was increased by both drugs. Similarly,
subject aed03 had comparable negative reactions to levetiracetam and carbamazepine with poorer WM performance and
increased 2–6 Hz power relative to his non-drug baseline
(Figure 3(B)). By contrast, several subjects (e.g. mlt8819,
aed23, and aed01) were relatively unaﬀected by any of the
AEDs, with no observed adverse eﬀects on WM performance
or 2–6 Hz power.

Individual
differences
in
neurocognitive
pharmacodynamics. The exploratory analysis was performed on 12 elderly subjects in the interval 150 min after
they ingested 50 mg of diphenhydramine (corresponding
with the published tpeak). Scores were computed for each individual at the peak interval and at intervals one hour before
and one hour after (Figure 4). The group means (leftmost set
of bars) suggest a classic U-shaped response curve with large
negative cognitive and neurophysiological responses to
diphenhydramine 150 min post-drug and responses at
90 and 210 min post-drug that were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from the post-placebo response. However, there were notable
individual diﬀerences. Whereas some subjects, such as a01,
a02, and a07, had the same pharmacodynamic pattern as
the group, others diﬀered. For instance, the peak response
for subject a11 was largest during the 210-min interval,
while the response of subject a12 occurred earlier during the
90-min interval. Perhaps of most clinical interest were the
large pharmacodynamic variations after an individual’s
peak eﬀect, with 4 of the 12 subjects having a persisting
response at the 210-min interval.
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(B) 1.5
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Figure 3. (A) Individual differences in response to steady-state levels of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) are shown in the scores of 29 subjects who had
been taking topiramate (black bars) or lamotrigine (grey bars) for 28 days. The scores were produced for each subject on each drug by comparing the
values of the variables for that drug to the exploratory result that discriminated the two older generation AEDs, topiramate and carbamazepine, from
non-drug conditions (Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 2). The means (and standard errors) for the groups of subjects are shown in the leftmost bars. A more
negative score indicates a stronger cognitive and neurophysiological effect of the AED. Most individuals followed the group pattern and had milder
cognitive performance and neurophysiological responses to the two newer generation AEDs, lamotrigine and levetiracetam. However, there are a number
of exceptions in which subjects had a strong reaction to both drugs or even showed a stronger response to the newer generation drug. (B) Individual
differences in response to steady-state levels of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) are shown in the scores of 28 subjects who had been taking carbamazepine
(black bars) or levetiracetam (grey bars) for 28 days. The means (and standard errors) for the groups of subjects are shown in the leftmost bars. The
scores were produced in the same manner as is described in Figure 3(A).

1.0

Score

0.5
0.0
–0.5
–1.0
90min
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a12

a11

a10
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a07
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a03

a02

a01

Group
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Figure 4. Individual differences in neurocognitive pharmacodynamics are shown by variations in scores of 12 elderly subjects 90 min (white bars),
150 min (grey bars), and 210 min (black bars) after taking 50 mg of diphenhydramine. A more negative score indicates a stronger cognitive and
neurophysiological effect of diphenhydramine. The scores were produced by comparing each subject’s variable values at each of the three measurement
time points to the exploratory result that discriminated diphenhydramine at the time of peak effect (150 min post-drug) from placebo (Tables 3 and 4
and Figure 2). The group mean and standard error for each time point appear at left. Several subjects had their strongest response 60 min before or after
the group peak response, and there were large pharmacodynamic variations after individuals’ peak effects.
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Individual differences in dose–response function. The
exploratory analysis was derived on the average of all methylphenidate doses in 13 child and adolescent patients being
treated for ADHD. Drug response scores were computed
for each patient at each of four doses (5, 10, 15 and 20 mg;
Figure 5). Out of the 13 patients, six had a peak response at
5 mg, two at 10 mg, two at 15 mg, and three at 20 mg. The lack
of a linear relation between the scores and the dose is consistent with the idiosyncratic therapeutic dose–response relationship for treatment of ADHD with methylphenidate
(Swanson and Volkow, 2002). For instance, patient mph006
had small responses at 5, 10, and 15 mg but a high score at
20 mg resulting from the combination of increased WM slow
wave EP amplitude (6 mV larger than placebo) and better WM
performance (reaction time [RT] 108 ms shorter). The largest
score for patient mph005 was at 15 mg with a smaller
response at 20 mg, primarily because WM slow wave amplitude increased more, relative to placebo, in the 15 mg condition than in the 20 mg condition. By contrast, patient mph009
had the largest score at 5 mg, a smaller score at 10 mg and a
response similar to that in the placebo condition at 15 mg.
At 5 mg WM performance was over 300 ms shorter and
10% more accurate and slow wave amplitude was 4 mV
larger than in the placebo condition.
Value-added of EEG measures
In all the above studies, EEG measures had an important role
in the recognition of drug eﬀects. Across the six exploratory
studies, AUC was 0.97 (95% sensitivity, 96% speciﬁcity) in
detecting drug eﬀects using a combination of EEG and task
performance measures. This is signiﬁcantly higher than the
AUC of 0.87 (76% sensitivity, 87% speciﬁcity) achieved
when the divergence analysis was run with an equivalent
number (six or eight) of only task performance measures
(z ¼ 2.1, p < 0.05). Similarly, across all 16 studies listed in

Table 1, a signiﬁcant improvement in drug eﬀect detection
was obtained using a combination of EEG and task performance variables (0.86 AUC, 86% sensitivity, 91% speciﬁcity)
compared with using an equivalent number of task performance measures by themselves (0.76 AUC, sensitivity 73%,
speciﬁcity 77%), t(15) ¼ 3.5, p < 0.01.
The marijuana analysis illustrates this eﬀect. When the
eight candidate EEG and performance variables were considered, the divergence analysis selected three ﬁnal variables
(2–6 Hz power, EM performance, and WM slow wave amplitude; Table 4) to distinguish marijuana from placebo data,
resulting in an AUC of 1.00 (p < 0.0001, 100% sensitivity,
95% speciﬁcity). When eight task performance variables by
themselves were considered (accuracy, mean RT, and standard deviation of RT in the low and high load versions of
the WM task, and accuracy and a composite RT measure
from the EM task), three variables were chosen (RT in the
high load WM task, accuracy in the EM task, and standard
deviation of RT in the low load WM task), resulting in an
AUC of 0.78 (p < 0.01, 68% sensitivity, 77% speciﬁcity), signiﬁcantly lower than the AUC from the combined analysis
(z ¼ 3.13, p < 0.01). In addition, the ability of the exploratory
analysis to generalize to new data decreased when EEG
variables were not used. When the equation with both types
of measures was applied to new subjects, marijuana was
detected with an AUC of 0.94 (p < 0.0001, 95% sensitivity,
82% speciﬁcity; Figure 2 and Table 3). The generalization
was signiﬁcantly lower (z ¼ 2.77, p < 0.01) when the equation
using only task performance measures was applied to the new
subjects, as AUC was 0.70 (p < 0.05, 95% sensitivity, 45%
speciﬁcity).

Discussion
An initial version of a standardized combined assessment that
eﬃciently measures the neurocognitive eﬀects of drugs on

3.0
2.0
Score

1.0
0.0
–1.0

mph013

mph011

mph010

mph009

mph012
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15mg
mph008

10mg
mph006

mph005
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mph002

mph001

Group

–3.0

5 mg
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–2.0

Figure 5. Individual differences in response to varying therapeutic doses of a psychostimulant are shown in the scores of 13 ADHD patients (ages
8–18years) after they had taken each of four different doses of methylphenidate for 1week: 5 mg (white bars), 10 mg (light grey bars), 15 mg (dark grey
bars), and 20 mg (black bars). The scores were produced for each subject at each dose by comparing their variables to the exploratory result derived on
the group to discriminate all doses of methylphenidate from placebo (Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 2). The signs of the scores in the figure have been
arranged such that more positive scores reflect a stronger beneficial response to methylphenidate relative to placebo, including better working memory
task performance and increased evoked potential and electroencephalogram markers of attention and alertness. Negative scores indicate responses
similar to those in the placebo condition. The group means and standard errors for each dose appear at the left. The lack of a linear relation between the
scores and the dose is consistent with the well-known idiosyncratic therapeutic dose–response relationship for methylphenidate.
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groups and individuals was described. The method combines
neuropsychological testing with simultaneous EEG recording.
In exploratory studies, a multivariate divergence analysis
selected a combination of up to three task performance and
EEG/evoked potential variables that best recognized the
eﬀect of a drug in a group of subjects. The exploratory results
were then tested in validation studies with new data from the
same or new subjects with the same or another drug or dose.
Individual diﬀerences in response to a drug were quantiﬁed by
computing a score for each subject by reference to the exploratory group result.
Exploratory studies were illustrated with sedatives, AEDs,
psychostimulants, antihistamines, and intoxicants. The eﬀects
of these drugs were recognized with an AUC of 0.97
(p < 0.0001, 95% sensitivity, 96% speciﬁcity). The 10 validation studies had an AUC of 0.78 (p < 0.0001; 76% sensitivity,
89% speciﬁcity). Strong eﬀects were detected in each of the
eight validation studies with drugs and doses known to have
signiﬁcant neurocognitive eﬀects (AUC 0.83, p < 0.0001; 82%
sensitivity, 89% speciﬁcity), such as alprazolam, whereas no
eﬀects were detected for the two studies with drugs known to
have slight neurocognitive eﬀects (AUC 0.56, p > 0.10; 55%
sensitivity, 88% speciﬁcity), such as lamotrigine. The combined assessment demonstrated good discriminative validity
and good face validity in these illustrative examples. Good
retest reliability was found when the same subjects took the
same drug on another occasion, for example, retest sensitivity
and speciﬁcity for diphenhydramine were 82% and 100%,
respectively (AUC 0.89, p < 0.01). A wide variation in individual subjects’ responses to drugs was observed, including in
drugs with the same indication for use (e.g. the AEDs), in
diﬀerent doses of the same drug (e.g. methylphenidate), and
in pharmacodynamic response (e.g. diphenhydramine eﬀects
in the elderly).
Use of the combined assessment to determine whether
subjects from diﬀerent populations had the same response
to a drug or drug class as the exploratory analysis population was also illustrated. For instance, two groups of healthy
adults had similar responses to caﬀeine as a group of children and adolescents with ADHD did to the psychostimulant methylphenidate. In contrast, the response of healthy
elderly adults to the sedating antihistamine diphenhydramine diﬀered from that of the healthy young adults, as the
diminished alertness of the elderly subjects was more
variable.
Results of the AED studies illustrated how the combined
assessment might be used to compare the cognitive performance and neurophysiological eﬀects of new drugs with the
same indication of use as established drugs, and to quantify
individual variations in drug response. Further, results from
individual dose responses to methylphenidate pointed to how
such an assessment might someday be used to provide objective evidence about which dose of a given drug is most suitable for an individual patient. Because the ﬁnal variables in
the exploratory psychostimulant analysis reﬂected generally
beneﬁcial eﬀects of methylphenidate, the dose resulting in the
largest score for a particular patient might be considered an
‘optimal neurocognitive dose’. If used in conjunction with
other information, such as parent and teacher ratings, such
scores might help a physician more quickly determine which

dose would provide the largest beneﬁt without overmedicating the patient.
The results also demonstrated the beneﬁt of adding
neurophysiological measures to cognitive task performance
measures for characterizing drug eﬀects. Because sensitivity
and speciﬁcity increased signiﬁcantly when both performance
and neurophysiological measures were used relative to using
only performance measures, fewer subjects may be required
to assess drug eﬀects when both types of measures are used.
For instance, if a hypothetical drug had an eﬀect as strong as
the average observed over the 16 studies reported here, only
20 subjects would be needed to detect its eﬀect (with 90%
power and a 1% typeI error rate) if both EEG and
task performance measures were used, as compared with 43
subjects using only the task performance measures. Whether
or not achieving an improvement in sensitivity and reduction
in the number of subjects required would be worth the extra
eﬀort and expense of obtaining and analyzing EEGs would
depend on the particulars of the drug and population
being studied.
The combined assessment has shown promising results
with prescriptions, over-the-counter drugs, and recreational
drugs in measuring chronic steady-state and single-dose
acute drug eﬀects and in tracking pharmacodynamic
responses over time. However, the particular combined
assessment and the illustrative studies presented here merely
serve to demonstrate some of the possible applications, and
the added value of combining neuropsychological task
performance and simultaneous neurophysiological measures.
The current results have many limitations to be addressed in
future work. For instance, the neuropsychological battery
only tested spatial working memory and verbal episodic
recognition memory, and did not span a broader range of
cognitive functions. Likewise, the candidate set of cognitive
performance and EEG variables, although eﬀective for the
drugs used in the exploratory and validation studies, may
well not be the best ones for other types of drugs or
populations.
Because the illustrative studies had relatively small
numbers of subjects, the number of candidate variables was
limited to six or eight and the number of ﬁnal variables was
limited to a maximum of three to avoid over-ﬁtting the data
(Gevins, 1980). Future research or clinical applications would
beneﬁt from testing a larger number of subjects, including
patients. As a convenience, the candidate EEG variables
were labeled as being mostly sensitive to alertness, neuroactivity, sustained attention, and EM but this is an oversimpliﬁcation. In fact, the relations are more complex, as
alertness inﬂuences attention and the neuroactive eﬀect of a
drug may be associated with changes in alertness. Such subtleties of interpretation are a consideration not only for EEG
measures but for all measures of functional activity in the
brain including PET and fMRI. Simple and well-established
EEG power spectral and EP component amplitude measures
were used, but more complex ones (e.g. wavelet coeﬃcients,
independent components analysis, time-varying spectra)
might prove more sensitive. Multivariate divergence analysis
was used because of its simplicity and ease of interpretation
compared with other more complex multidimensional variable subset selection and pattern classiﬁcation algorithms
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(e.g. genetic algorithms, neural networks, support vector
classiﬁers), but such techniques may be more eﬀective.
Finally, other neuroimaging modalities such as PET or
fMRI could be used instead of EEG.
With further research followed by prospective clinical
trials, a combined assessment might someday prove to be a
valuable tool in improving individualized medicine by helping
physicians match an individual patient with a particular drug
and dose that would maximize the neurocognitive therapeutic
beneﬁt while minimizing negative side-eﬀects. In the meantime, such methods may prove useful with compounds
under development by providing a more sensitive measure
of the neurocognitive eﬀects and side-eﬀects of drugs in
groups and in individual subjects and patients.
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